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Contemporary Developments in International Law 2015-12-04 the liber amicorum budislav vukas offers

essays on current issues of international law primarily concerning the subjects of international law the law

of the sea human rights law including minorities protection and dispute settlement

The Law Of The Sea 2004 collection of 20 essays by the author republished as initially written in english

or french they reflect the development of the author s views as well as the evolution of the law of the sea

itself since the beginning of the third united nations conference on the law of the sea

International Law: New Actors, New Concepts - Continuing Dilemmas 2010-04-06 the liber amicorum

offers essays on topics professor božidar bakotić has dealt with in his career at the zagreb faculty of law

subjects of international law various international régimes of spaces international protection of human

rights and humanitarian law settlement of disputes law of armed conflicts

Minorities in Europe 1999-10-19 political security legal and economic aspects are highlighted in this

volume s coverage of minority issues in croatia estonia and slovakia since these countries achieved

independence as a result of the post cold war dissolution of their predecessor states there is a relatively

complex minority situation in all three the result of changing state borders this work contributes to

identifying problem areas and the means and mechanisms to ensure adequate protection to minority

groups

Yearbook International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea / Annuaire Tribunal international du droit de la mer,

Volume 20 (2016) 2022-08-15 the yearbook provides information on the composition jurisdiction

procedure and organization of the tribunal and about its activities in 2016 l annuaire fournit au public des

informations sur la composition la compétence la procédure et l organisation du tribunal ainsi que sur les

activités menées par le tribunal en 2016

Merrills' International Dispute Settlement 2022-03-10 the seventh edition of this successful textbook on

the techniques and institutions used to solve international disputes

Bibliography of the International Court of Justice 2022 this publication contains bibliographical details of

works concerning or making reference to the international court of justice that were published between

2014 to 2016 and received by the registry of the court

Postwar Continuity and New Challenges in Central Europe, 1918–1923 2021-09-30 this book presents a

multi layered analysis of the situation in central europe after the collapse of the austro hungarian empire

the new geopolitics emerging from the versailles order and at the same time ongoing fights for borders

considerable war damage social and economic problems and replacement of administrative staff as well

as leaders all contributed to the fact that unlike western europe central europe faced challenges and

dilemmas on an unprecedented scale the editors of this book have invited authors from over a dozen

academic institutions to answer the question of to what extent the solutions applied in the habsburg

monarchy were still practiced in the newly created nation states and to what extent these new political

organisms went their own ways it offers a closer look at central europe with its multiple problems typical of

that region after 1918 organizing the post imperial space a new political discourse and attempts to create

new national memories the role of national minorities solving social problems and verbal and physical

violence expressed in public space particular chapters concern post 1918 central europe on the local state

and international levels providing a comprehensive view of this sub region between 1918 and 1923



Maritime Issues in the South China Sea 2013-10-31 south china sea scs issues are complex and dynamic

ranging from historic claims to present day military occupation from military security to regional stability

from rhetorical appeasements to national interests from intraregional competition to extraregional

involvement the submissions made in 2009 by several southeast asian states to the united nations

commission on the limits of the continental shelf clcs respecting outer limits of extended continental

shelves beyond 200 nautical miles in the south china sea resulted in renewed attention to the maritime

disputes over the insular features and the waters of the south china sea among several claimant states

questions have resurfaced about the future of cooperation in the region furthermore the improvement of

cross strait relations between taiwan and china after 2008 has added a new element to the evolution of

south china sea issues this book describes these recent developments in depth and provides an

examination of possible future developments in the south china sea the articles in this book were originally

published as special sections in ocean development international law

Yearbook International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea / Annuaire Tribunal international du droit de la mer,

Volume 19 (2015) 2022-08-15 the international tribunal for the law of the sea is an autonomous judicial

body established by the united nations convention on the law of the sea to adjudicate disputes arising out

of the interpretation and application of the convention the tribunal is open to states parties to the

convention it is also open to entities other than states parties states and international organizations non

parties to the convention and natural or juridical persons in cases provided for in the convention or other

agreements conferring jurisdiction on the tribunal le tribunal international du droit de la mer est un organe

judiciaire indépendant créé par la convention des nations unies sur le droit de la mer pour connaître des

différends relatifs à l interprétation et l application de la convention le tribunal est ouvert aux etats parties

à la convention il est également ouvert à des entités autres que les etats parties etats et organisations

internationales non parties à la convention et personnes physiques et morales dans les cas prévus par la

convention ou par d autres accords conférant compétence au tribunal

Essays on the New Law of the Sea 2 1990 this series brings together the most significant published

journal articles in international law as determined by the editors of each volume in the series the

proliferation of law specialist journals the increase in international materials and the use of the internet has

meant that it is increasingly difficult for students and legal scholars to have access to all the relevant

articles many valuable older articles are unable to be obtained readily in addition each volume contains an

informative introduction which provides an overview of the subject matter and justification of why the

articles were collected this series contains collections of articles in a manner that is of use for both

teaching and research

Law of the Sea 2017-07-05 leading scholars of international law and international relations explain the

wave of regional disputes that arose in the 1990s over fish stocks that straddle both national waters and

the high seas

Governing High Seas Fisheries 2001 in the regime of islands reframed clive schofield examines the

definition of islands and other insular features under the international law of the sea with particular

reference to the south china sea case between china and the philippines which has served to reframe

understanding of this contentious area of international law



The Regime of Islands Reframed 2021-02-08 this book contains a collection of essays by leading experts

linked to the outstanding characteristics of the scholar in honour of whom it is published tullio treves who

combines his academic background with his practical experiences of a negotiator of international treaties

and a judge of an international tribunal it covers international public and private law related to international

courts and the development of international law under article 38 of its statute the international court of

justice can apply judicial decisions only as a subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law

however there are many reasons to believe that international courts and tribunals do play quite an

important role in the progressive development of international law there are a number of decisions which

are inevitably recalled as the first step or a decisive step in the process of the formation of a new rule of

customary international law in these cases can the judge be considered as a subsidiary of others are

these cases compatible with the common belief that a judge cannot create law is this a peculiarity of

international law which is characterized by the existence of several courts but the lack of a legislator do

decisions by different courts lead to the consequence of a fragmented international law this volume

provides the reader with an elaboration of various questions linked to the legislative role of courts in their

choices of subjects some contributors have taken into account the general aspects of the development of

international rules through court decisions or specific sectors of international law such as human rights

international crimes international economic law environmental law and the law of the sea others have

chosen the subject of the rules on jurisdiction and procedure of international courts the question of the

courts role in the development of areas of law different from public international law namely private

international law and european union law has also been considered the information and views contained

in this book will be of great value to academics students judges practitioners and all others interested in

the public and private international law aspects of the link between international courts and the

development of international law

International Courts and the Development of International Law 2013-03-15 who or what is entitled to act

on the international plane where should responsibility for violations of international law lie what sort of

entities are capable of possessing international legal rights what is the status of individuals minority

groups non governmental bodies international organisations and animals in the international legal order

and how has their status shifted over time international legal personality contains fourteen articles that

address these and related questions in historical and contemporary writings international lawyers grapple

with the nature of legal identity and confront global distributions of authority and responsibility as they

explore who or what is a person in the international legal order these essays document the emergence of

an international legal order increasingly conceived in terms of patterns and probabilities rather than as the

stagecraft of a small company of permanent players

International Legal Personality 2017-07-05 this fully revised new edition offers a comprehensive picture of

the law of maritime delimitation incorporating all new cases and state practice in this field as with all types

of law the law of maritime delimitation should possess a degree of predictability on the other hand as

maritime delimitation cases differ flexible considerations of geographical and non geographical factors are

also required in order to achieve equitable results how then is it possible to ensure predictability while

taking into account a number of diverse factors in order to achieve an equitable result this is the question



at the heart of the law of maritime delimitation this book explores a well balanced legal framework that

reconciles predictability and flexibility in the law of maritime delimitation by looking at three aspects of the

question first it reviews the evolution of the law of maritime delimitation second it undertakes a

comparative study of the case law and state practice and third it critically assesses the law of maritime

delimitation in its current form

Predictability and Flexibility in the Law of Maritime Delimitation 2019-11-14 presenting up to date case law

and a freshly updated bibliography this second edition of the law of treaties is a valuable addition to

contemporary international law scholarship it offers much needed clarity on complicated legal cases and

questions while maintaining a highly readable style

The Law of Treaties 2023-07-01 the yearbook provides information on the composition jurisdiction

procedure and organization of the tribunal and about its judicial activities in 2017 l annuaire fournit au

public des informations sur la composition la compétence la procédure et l organisation du tribunal ainsi

que sur les activités judiciaires menées par celui ci en 2017

Yearbook International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea / Annuaire Tribunal international du droit de la mer,

Volume 21 (2017) 2021-05-25 the book explores the effects of armed conflict and international

humanitarian law on the interpretation and application of investment treaties

The Effects of Armed Conflict on Investment Treaties 2022-08-25 the first edition of professor yoshida s

monograph the international legal régime for the protection of the stratosphere ozone layer provided a

renowned and comprehensive contemporary study of the international ozone régime in the second revised

edition the author analyses important developments in the ozone treaty régime

The International Legal Régime for the Protection of the Stratospheric Ozone Layer 2018-11-29 this book

analyses a selection of challenges in the implementation and application of the 1982 un convention on the

law of the sea unclos focusing on several areas international organizations fisheries security preserving

marine biodiversity dispute settlement and interaction with other areas of international law unclos has

been described as the constitution for the oceans it sets out the fundamental rights obligations and

jurisdictions of states regarding the access to uses and management of the oceans and seas and their

resources it balances states diverse and sometimes conflicting interests such as conflicting uses of space

against navigational interests and the protection of the marine environment unclos is the first global treaty

to include comprehensive obligations on the protection and preservation of the marine environment

including the conservation of living marine resources these are often common or cross border challenges

which can only be addressed through international cooperation the book is divided into three thematic

parts the first concerns the role of international organizations in ocean governance it includes twelve

chapters covering a very diverse set of issues both materially and geographically that demonstrate the

importance of coordinated actions on the part of multiple states for obtaining harmonized solutions

regarding the pursuit of activities in maritime spaces in connection with e g navigation fisheries or

maritime security the second part concerns the relevance of dispute settlement mechanisms for

understanding the international law of the sea and the international legal framework within which the

actions of the great maritime powers take place it is composed of three chapters examining stakeholders

role in dispute settlement the position taken by china and the russian federation regarding international



litigation in maritime spaces and how the south china sea award may be relevant to the debate on the

international legal concepts of rock and island in turn the third part addresses current discussions on the

conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction its

seven chapters report on the status quo of the ongoing negotiations for a new international legal regime of

the high seas and the establishment and operationalization of environmental regimes for international

maritime spaces

Global Challenges and the Law of the Sea 2020-05-23 challenges of the changing arctic continental shelf

navigation and fisheries is part of a series of publications on oceans law and policy associated with the

center for oceans law and policy university of virginia

Challenges of the Changing Arctic 2016-03-31 written by an incumbent judge of the international tribunal

for the law of the sea this book provides a unique insight into the development and functioning of itlos

The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 2021-01-21 this rich collection focuses on the broad

research interests of professor nico schrijver in whose honour it was created written by a wide range of

international scholars affiliated with leiden university s grotius centre for international legal studies the

essays reflect professor schrijver s important contribution to academia and practice particularly in the

fields of sovereignty human rights and sustainable development the authors aim to reflect on changes in

international law and on new developments in the diverse fields they explore furthering frontiers is the

research theme of the grotius centre its exploration in this thought provoking volume is a fitting homage to

nico schrijver s achievements on the occasion of his retirement as chair of public international law of

leiden university

Furthering the Frontiers of International Law: Sovereignty, Human Rights, Sustainable Development

2021-07-19 this is the first study to provide both a systematic assessment of the ways by which the

dispute settlement bodies of the united convention on the law of the sea unclos contribute to the

development of the law of the sea and an exposition of the factors that explain such contribution the book

analyses unclos dispute settlement bodies decisions and the legal reasoning in key areas of the law of the

sea it further examines the factors that impact the decision making process of unclos tribunals to explain

the parameters within which unclos tribunals operate and how this impacts their ability and willingness to

develop the law the book provides a unique reference point for lecturers researchers and students of

international law particularly law of the sea as well as practitioners and government advisors who wish to

gain comprehensive insights into the functioning and the role of the unclos dispute settlement system

The Development of the Law of the Sea by UNCLOS Dispute Settlement Bodies 2023-02-09 in the breach

of a treaty state responses in international law maria xiouri examines the relationship between responses

to the breach of a treaty namely between the termination of the treaty or the suspension of its operation

and countermeasures

The Transformation of Private Law – Principles of Contract and Tort as European and International Law

2021-03-15 the yearbook provides information on the composition jurisdiction procedure and organization

of the tribunal and about its judicial activities in 2019 l annuaire fournit au public des informations sur la

composition la compétence la procédure et l organisation du tribunal ainsi que sur les activités judiciaires

menées par celui ci en 2019



The Breach of a Treaty 2020-10-12 this book brings together three distinct areas of international law

namely environmental heritage and ocean law to address the international legal protection of historically

significant wrecks with particular focus on the environmental hazards they may pose the confluence of

heritage law and the law of the sea with international environmental law represents an important

development in international governance strategies for the twenty first century in particular those legal and

administrative regimes that concern the world s oceans and underwater cultural heritage protection

importantly connections between international legal regimes such as the 1982 law of the sea and

institutions like the international maritime organisation imo and united nations education scientific cultural

organisation unesco can play a crucial part in governance strategies that involve the regulation of marine

pollution and historic shipwrecks

Yearbook International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea / Annuaire Tribunal international du droit de la mer,

Volume 23 (2019) 2023-01-01 an in depth analysis of the remedies of international law used by the

international court of justice to resolve inter state disputes

International Law of Underwater Cultural Heritage 2021-03-11 volume 12 of the eyiel focuses on the future

of dispute settlement in international economic law while new forms of dispute settlement are emerging

others are in deep crisis the volume starts off with reflections on dispute settlement and the world trade

organisation most prominently the crisis of the appellate body but also addressing international intellectual

property law and the african continental free trade area this is followed by a section on dispute settlement

and investment protection international investment law which includes articles on the summary dismissal

of claims the margin of appreciation doctrine the use of conciliation to settle sovereign debt disputes and

contract based arbitration in light of achmea and hagia sophia at icsid further contributions consider the

emerging role of commercial courts the dejudicialization of international economic law dispute settlement

in the uk eu withdrawal agreement reference mechanisms in dispute resolution clauses and unclos

Remedies before the International Court of Justice 2022-07-06 the belt and road initiative and the law of

the sea offers insightful discussions on the use of oceans in the context of the belt and road initiative

covering navigational safety marine energy and sea ports maritime law enforcement and access of

landlocked states to the sea

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2021 2020-03-02 this work examines the constitution

jurisdiction and procedure of the international tribunal for the law of the sea on the basis of its statute and

rules as well as the resolution on the internal judicial practice and the guidelines concerning the

preparation and presentation of cases it gives a critical analysis of the role of the tribunal in the settlement

of law of the sea disputes the articles were previously published in the indian journal of international law

and are revised edited and updated for this edition the contributors are sitting judges of the tribunal and

the book thus gives a perfect insider s view of the law and practice of the tribunal

The Belt and Road Initiative and the Law of the Sea 2001-07-06 this volume covers a variety of topics in

the fields of the law of the sea and the protection of the environment

The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 2007-09-21 the international tribunal for the law of the

sea is an international court dealing with maritime disputes the tribunal is open to states international

organizations and other entities the yearbook will give lawyers scholars students as well as the general



public easy access to information about the jurisdiction procedure and organization of the tribunal and

also about its composition and activities in 1999 the yearbook was prepared by the registry of the tribunal

the tribunal has also published a volume of basic texts which contains documents that are fundamental to

the mandate and operation of the tribunal and which provides the essential documentation relating to the

law and procedure applicable to the tribunal the yearbook is also available in french annuaire

Law of the Sea, Environmental Law and Settlement of Disputes 2001-07-01 a the set generally since the

publication of its first edition in 1950 the annual review of united nations affairs has stood as the

authoritative resource for scholars students and practitioners researching the latest developments of that

august body from the insightful introduction prepared each year by a distinguished expert on un affairs to

the full text presentation of reports and resolutions and the helpful subject index aruna provides a practical

tour of each year s u n actions and debates the expert selection of documents by joachim muller and karl

sauvant and the topic based organization of those documents make any researcher s task much easier

than the vast searching sorting and pruning required by the u n s website the series topic based

organization of the materials and subject index lend invaluable guidance to all researchers aruna presents

comprehensive documentation of the work of the un on an annual basis starting in september of each

yearwith the beginning of the regular sessions of the general assembly coverage of the un s key organs is

provided including the general assembly the security council the economic and social council ecosoc the

international court of justice and the un secretariat in addition selected reports of intergovernmental bodies

and expert groups are included solely official un documentation is used aruna occupies a special place in

the publications on the work of the un as it allows readers toobtain an overview of the principal

developments in its key organs this makes it an important reference source for policy makers and

academic researchers b the 2009 2010 volumes this year s edition continues to focus on the world

financial crisis and the reaction of the united nations and the international financial system to that crisis

the overview to this year s edition written by joachim muller and karl sauvant examines the changing role

of the united nations and explores waysin which the management of the financial crisis has impacted that

role the introduction to this year s edition also examines the effects of this crisis this introduction is drawn

from the report of the commission of experts of the president of the united nations general assembly on

reforms of the international monetary and financial system as well as a slightly edited version of a preface

to that report written by professor joseph e stiglitz the introduction discusses the findings ofthe

commission and proposes the creation of a new institution a global economic coordination council which

would be supported by an international panel of experts with a geographically diverse membership that

would represent the interests of emerging and developing countries as well as those of developed

countries dr joseph e stiglitz who served as chairman of the commission and wrote the preface to the

commission s report holds joint professorships at columbia university s economicsdepartment and its

business school he is also co founder and co president of the initiative for policy dialogue from 1997 to

2000 he was the world bank s senior vice president for development economics and chief economist from

1995 to 1997 he served as chairman of the u s council of economic advisers and as a member of

president clinton s cabinet from 1993 to 1995 he was a member of the council of economic advisers he

was previously a professor of economics at stanford princeton yale and all souls college dr stiglitz is also



a leading scholar of the economics of the public sector and was awarded the nobel prize in economics in

2001 in addition to the american economic association s biennial john bates clark award in 1979 his

recent publications include freefall america free markets and the sinking of the world economy 2010

making globalization work 2006 fair trade for all 2005 and globalization and its discontents 2002 the 2009

2010 volumes of aruna therefore also devote considerable attention to the financial crisis as well as other

international crises among the documents in the 2009 2010 volumes are the complete general assembly

resolutions as well as the report and resolutions of the security council and the economic and social

council ecosoc annual reports of note include reports of the united nations children s fund unicef the un

development programme and un population fund the un high commissioner for human rights the un

highcommissioner for refugees the un relief and works agency for palestine refugees in the near east and

the world food programme mr muller and dr sauvant have also selected progress reports on key

peacekeeping peace building and political missions including those for afghanistan the democratic republic

of the congo haiti iraq the middle east sudan and west africa c volume v this volume this volume contains

the following chapter 1 general assembly sixty fourth session continued 3 resolutions adopted by the

general assembly at its sixty fourth session continued resolutions 64 104 through 64 199 d guest authors

of previous years editions each annual edition of aruna is introduced by a guest author a distinguished

expert on un affairs who highlights the outstanding themes of the year in review together with an overview

provided by the editors this introduction is intended to facilitate access to the material and above all to

make it easer for users of aruna to see the forest for the trees this year s aruna includes excerpts from

the report of the commission of experts of the president of the united nations general assembly on

reforms of the international monetary and financial system 21 sept 2009 and from a slightly edited version

of a preface to that report written by professor joseph e stiglitz however the roster of distinguished experts

who have contributed this introduction in the past is also worthy of mention jose antonio ocampo aruna

2008 2009 edition professor jose antonio ocampo is co president of the initiative for policy dialogue he is

also professor in the school of international and public affairs and fellow of the committee on global

thought at columbia university professor ocampo previously held the positions of under secretary general

of the united nations for economic and social affairs executive secretary of the united nations economic

commission for latin america and the caribbean and minister of finance agriculture and planning of

colombia in 2009 he was a member of the commission of experts of the president of the united nations

general assembly on reforms of the international monetary and financial system professor ocampo is also

the author of numerous books and articles on macroeconomics policy and theory economic development

international trade and economic history his recent publications include stability with growth

macroeconomics liberalization and development with joseph e stiglitz shari spiegel ricardo ffrench davis

and deepak nayyar new york oxford university press 2006 jeffrey d sachs aruna 2007 2008 edition

professor jeffrey d sachs is director of the earth institute at columbia university and special advisor to the

secretary general of the un on the millennium development goals professor sachs s introduction to aruna

2007 2008 was titled towards a new global protocol on climate change in which he argued that solving the

climate change problem will demand four steps scientific consensus public awareness the development of

alternative technologies and a global framework for action he dealt in particular with the science



underpinning the negotiations for a new global protocol on climate change as a successor to the kyoto

protocol professor sachs argued that climate change crises can only be solved through the goals

leadership and treaty mechanisms of the un edward c luck aruna 2006 2007 edition professor edward c

luck is un special advisor on the responsibility to protect and vice president and director of studies at the

international peace academy from 1984 to 1994 he served as president and chief executive officer of the

un association of the usa una usa professor luck s introduction to aruna 2006 2007 covered the

responsible sovereign and the responsibility to protect in which he addressed the scope and content of

what was agreed at the 2005 world summit the implications of the responsibility to protect rtop for notions

of state sovereignty and some of the conceptual architectural and policy challenges then facing un

secretary general ban ki moon s commitment to operationalizing the responsibility to protect and

translating it from words to deeds louise frechette aruna 2005 2006 edition ms louise frechette is

distinguished fellow at the centre for international governance innovation waterloo ontario until march 2006

she was the first deputy secretary general of the un before that she was permanent representative of

canada to the un ms frechette s introduction to aruna 2005 2006 covered united nations reform an

unfinished story as the first deputy secretary general of the un ms frechette was uniquely positioned to

undertake a personal assessment of what has changed and what has not changed in the past decade at

the un and why she examined if the un is functioning better than it was 15 years ago why reform is so

difficult to achieve and what the future holds for the institutions rubens ricupero aruna 2004 2005 edition

mr rubens ricupero is dean of the fundacno armando alvares penteado faap sao paulo and was formerly

secretary general of un conference on trade and development unctad and minister of finance of brazil mr

ricupero s introduction to aruna 2004 2005 covered the difficulty of building consensus in an age of

extremes and examined the mysteries of the negotiating process leading to the outcome of the 2005

world summit rather than a grand bargain of a comprehensive un reform in the areas of development

security and human rights it is argued that the summit ended more on a note of lamentation and regret

over a missed opportunity mr ricupero concludes that contrary to the daring proclamation at the outset by

the secretary general the conditions indispensable to succeed were not in place indeed it was hard to

imagine that an ambitious and balanced reform package for the un could have had any real chance of

succeeding

International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea Yearbook 2011-04-15 and international law to directly

challenge unimpeded access to coastal areas with profound implications for american grand strategy and

world politics readership students undergraduate and graduate studying and professionals practicing

maritime law international law and international politics

Annual Review of United Nations Affairs 2009/2010 VOLUME V 2011 the international tribunal for the

law of the sea is an independent judicial body established by the united nations convention on the law of

the sea to adjudicate disputes arising out of the interpretation and application of the convention the

tribunal is open to states parties to the convention it is also open to entities other than states parties

states and international organizations non parties to the convention and natural or juridical persons in

cases provided for in the convention or other agreements conferring jurisdiction on the tribunal the

yearbook will give lawyers scholars students as well as the general public easy access to information



about the jurisdiction procedure and organization of the tribunal and also about its composition and

activities in 2003 the yearbook is prepared by the registry of the tribunal and is also available in french

annuaire 2003

Maritime Power and the Law of the Sea 2004-12-01 this book is a state of the art report on ocean law

and politics today written by 40 contributors from six continents at this important early stage of

implementation of the law of the sea convention this book assesses where we have been going in the

past decade and charts the way ahead implementation of the convention from the perspective of

interaction of politics and law is the unifying theme of the book under this three basic aspects have

emerged as crucial during the 1990s 1 evolution of new regimes 2 institutionalisation and 3 new patterns

of participation these are explored systematically in sections on the convention its implementing

agreements and related international institutions parts i and ii interaction of law of the sea with other

regimes including those for polar regions parts iii and iv the various levels international national and

transnational and actors involved in the implementation of the convention part v and a number of salient

issues in implementation today part vi

Yearbook International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 1999

Order for the Oceans at the Turn of the Century
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